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The increased use of outdoor recreation as a part of the 

American way of life has focused attention on the diminishing ratio 

of suitable land available to meet the recreational demands. In 

Oregon, where the demand is greatest, there is still ample undeveloped 

land for recreation use. There exists, therefore, , a need to study and 

evaluate the land from the standpoint of its development and potential. 

One such area is the lower Rogue River in southwestern Oregon. 

The lower Rogue is endowed with a wealth and variety of recrea- 

tional 

ea- 

tional raw materials including mountains, beeches, forests, wildlife, 

the ocean, and the many tributary streams of the Rogue. The region is 

well situated in respect to the populous areas of the Pacific Coast, 

and is readily accessible on its north -south axis by Highway 101. 

The principal attractions are its renowned salmon and stemlh ead 

fishing and its eequally famous mail boat trips up the Rogue's riffles. 

The lower reaches of the river are centered in the Oold Beach- 

burn area, which provides the tourists with fishing "rd lodging 
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facilities. Aside from the local accommodations, there are resorts 

along the river. The resorts provide lodging and tackle as well as 

charter boat service complete with experienced guides. The tyro 

needs nothing but desire. 

At present (1965) there is only one park in the area with camp- 

ground facilities. The U. S. Forest Service, however, has plans for 

the extensive development of several campgrounds along the river 

within the Siskiyou National Forest. Curry County is also taking an 

active interest in the recreation potential. The county is attempting 

to persuade the state to establish a campground on the lower Rogue. 

County officials are also formulating plans for the construction of 

parks and waysides. The federal government is contributing to the 

development through various projects such as the Rogue River Harbor 

and the proposed reservoirs on the upper river, which will enhance the 

region's recreation value. 

The lower Rogue River has the recreation base and now needs only 

to have its potential developed and maintained. The concluding sugges- 

tions are designed to aid in attaining this goal. These include as 

a priority of the first order an east -west road to connect Gold Beach 

with the populous Rogue River Valley. Of second significance are the 

needs for increasing the Rogue's fisheries. Other developments in the 

future should include the establishment of a weather reporting station, 

recreational utilization of the public beaches, interstate improvements 

of Highway 101, expansion and construction of park and picnic facili- 

ties, establishment of a permanent Coast Guard Station, increased 

advertizement, and numerous lesser recommendations, all of which are a 



part of the enhancement of the recreation potential of Oregon's lower 

Rogue River area. 

This area has the ingredients: With planning it should become 

one of Oregon's as well as the nation's, most outstanding recreation 

attractions. 
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THE LOWER ROGUE RIVER 
RECREATION RESOURCES: DEVELOPMENT AND POTENTIAL 

INTRODUCTION 

More Americans with leisure time are seeking the enjoyment associ- 

ated with the outdoors - the natural environment. With the increase 

in the choice of the outdoors the use -demand increases correspondingly. 

This demand can be fulfilled only as long as there is suitable land 

available for development. The problem steers from the low ratio of 

land to people; the population continues to expand while the available 

land for recreation is decreasing and developments fail to keep pace 

with requiremente. 

In considering the full scope of recreation resources and facili- 

ties an account must be taken not only of those regions designated 

as recreational, but also of the vast expanses of open public and 

private land that might have the potential. Oregon's recreation areas 

are only partially contained within the boundaries of federal and 

state parks (See Table 1). Caution should be exerted to prevent the 

wealth of undeveloped recreation resources under the jurisdiction of 

government agencies from being channeled into other use. 

In Oregon the effects of increased recreation use are quite 

apparent in spite of the fact that it leads the nation in the number 

of state parks (194) and ranks tenth in the ratio of park acreage 

per capita with 33.5 acres per 1000 population. 0, p. 192) The 

recreation capacity of available land for carping has been exceeded 

by two years and by 1972 the capacity for pionicing will have been 

reached. (114, p. 74 -75) Oregon has the country's highest ratio of 
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recreation use per capita and by 1975 the number of recreation visits 

will increase by 150 percent (See Table 2). There is, therefore, a 

definite need to establish new recreation areas and to insure that 

land with a potential is developed. This could be accomplished through 

a series of detailed studies of potential areas. The results of such 

a study would be twofold: revealing the development capabilities of 

land not under park jurisdiction, and assisting in the planning and 

development of local community and commercial facilities. 

The lower Rogue River, possessing a wealth of recreational attri- 

butes, is one of Oregon's major attractions. The river is the focal 

point, but also of importance are adjacent beaches, forests, streams, 

mountains, wildlife, and the ocean. In addition to its scenic 

attractiveness the area is well situated in respect to the major 

population centers on the west coast and is easily accessible by auto- 

mobile via Highway 101. 

The activity accent has been on salt water and stream fishing and 

the mail boat tripe up the river. The resource wealth, however, 

provides a base for numerous other outdoor activities. To enhance the 

recreation raw material, federal, state, county and private enterprise 

have made contributions toward the development of the area by providing 

parks, waysides, boat landings, and other projects. There remains, 

however, much work before the potential of the area is fully tapped. 

The purpose of this thesis is to study the lower Rogue River from 

the standpoint of its recreational resources, their development and 

potential. The study will consolidate all aspects of recreation in 

the region to provide a common base from which coordinated recreational 

. 
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planning may be developed. 

The followed is to first provide the background which 

establishes the need for racing the study. The second chapter presents 

a comprehensive view of the recreation ray. materials. The major 

portion, chapter is concerned with the facilities enhancing the 

recreational use of these raw materials. The conclusions suggest 

recommendations that have a bearing on the future recreational 

development. 

The study is based primarily on information gathered through 

interviews with personnel of the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Bureau 

of Land Management, U. S. Forest Service, U. S. Weather Bureau, Federal 

Aviation Agency, Oregon State Highway Department (Parks and Recreation 

Division), Oregon State Game Commission, and with Curry County officials 

and countless other individuals concerned with tourism and recreation 

at the federal, state and local level. Greater insight is given to 

the study from the experiences of the author, who has made frequent 

and prolonged visits to the Rogue River area over the past 14 

years. It is felt that this contact with the people and a personal 

knowledge of the environment adds a greater depth and appreciation to 

the analysis. 
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TABU 1. Ownership of Recreation Land Compared to Total Land Ownership in Oregon. Source: 
Parker and Recreation Division of the Oregon State Highway Department 

Ownership of Recreation Lend 
Acres ` di Total 

Ownership of 
Acres 

Land Area 
% of Total 

AIL MEND= 16,869,368 100.000 440670$110 100.000 

*Other Federal lands (included Other) bring Federal Total to over 5(Zg. 

firmer . 

_ ..- , - 
aiaría... " ar Park Service 4,95,5 

U. S. Forest Service 14,340,401 
of Land Management 731,051 

Fish and Wildlife Service 514,390 
Bureau of Reclamation 171,772 
Corps ' 7- - z Engineers ti -24122 

FEDERAL TOTAL 15,977,302 
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v-7 2 Visitor Attendance at Oregon Non-Urban Park sad Recreation Areas. *gives, 
Parke and Recreation Division of the Oregon State Ilighway Department 

AgencY 1950 1960 1975 of Use Per Capita 
Use 
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93000O 
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50,000 
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CHAPTER II 

RECREATION RAW MATERIAL OF THE LOWER ROGUE RIVER 

The Rogue River Basin, one of the state's 18 major drainage 

basins, is located in southwestern Oregon and drains an area of 

approximately 5,160 square miles (3.3 million acres). The somewhat 

crescent -shaped basin stretches for 110 miles from the river's source 

near Crater Lake to its mouth at Gold Beach. Included within its 

boundaries are most of Jackson and Josephine counties, a considerable 

portion of Curry, and small sections of Douglas, Coos, and Klamath 

counties, as well as some 150 square miles of northern California's 

Siskiyou and Del Norte counties. The Rogue River Basin is further 

subdivided into seven Sub- basins (See Table 3) one of which, the 

Lower Rogue River Basin, extends from the river's mouth to river 

mile 68. For the purpose of this study, however, the term lower Rogue 

River refers only to the lower section of the Sub -basin from the 

Rogue's mouth at Gold Beach to river mile 33 at Illahe. In addition 

to this primary area the study will discuss portions of the Oregon 

coast extending approximately ten miles north and south of the river's 

mouth, and some areas of the T114nais Valley Sub near the 

junction of the Illinois and Rogue Rivers at Agness. Also included 

will be portions of the Klamath Mountains to the south of the river 

which are not within the Rogue's drainage system. These areas are 

essentially integral parts of the recreation resources of the lower 

Rogue River (See Figure 1). 

. 

. 

- 
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TABLE 3. State, Federal and Public Lands in the Rogue River 
Basin. Scum: State Water Resources Board 

Tributaries 

Total 
Area 

sq. Mi. 

Forest Serv. 
and 
BIM 
Area 

Sq, Iii.. 

1. UPPER ROGUE 

B. 
Creek 

Creek 
1,250 

253 
135 

741 
131 

71 

59.0 
+.C! 53.0 S. Fork Rogue 245 179 73.0 

2. L. BUTTE CR. 
S. Fork Little 

374 150 40.0 

Butte Creek 138 83 60.0 

3. BEAR CREEK 341 50 15.0 

4. APPIEGATE 
VALLEY 768 383 50.0 

Williams Creek 85 
68 58.0 

Creek 82 
33.0 

Grave Creek ,4 38.0 Jff Joe Cr. 110 23,0 Pleasant Creek 38 12 32.0 
Wolf Creek 46 18 39.0 

6. ILLINOIS 
VAllEY 

Deer Creek 
982 
110 

690 
47 

70.0 
43.0 

E. Fk. Illinois 
Sucker Creek 4.9 

94 
103 
67 

54.0 
71.0 

7. Low ROGUE 503 3198 79.0 
...._.WW 
,1 

Public 
Domain 
Area 

Sq. Mi. 

State Land 
Board 

Sq. Mi. % 

11 1.0 1 0.1 
1 
2 

0.2 
1.0 04 043 * 0.2 0 0.0 

12 3.0 0 0.0 

2 1.0 0 0.0 

6 2.0 * 0.2 

27 
2 
5 

47 
5 
9 

1 
2 

4.0 
1.0 
6.0 

5.0 
2.0 
5.0 

2 2.0 
3.0 

2 
* 
0 

3 
* 
* 

0 
* 

f3.3 
d.t 
0.0 

0.3 
0.1 
0.2 

0.0 
0.2 

21 2.0 5 0.1 
3 3,0 '3. 1.0 
9 5.0 1 100 
3 3.0 0 0.0 

7 1.0 1 0.2 

TOTAL BASIN 5,160 2021 53.0 3.0 12 0.2 

*,Lees than square mile in sue. 
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Figure 1. The lower Rogue River sticky area. 
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The Rogue River 

The Rogue River, the nucleus of the recreation resources, is 

unique among the Oregon streams that drain into the Pacific since it 

is the only river that cuts through the coastal mountains to drain a 

major internal basin. 

The Rogue flows along the northern boundary of the basin (See 

Figure 20) cutting a twisting spectacular course from its headwaters 

in Boundary Springs (5,300 feet) near Crater Lake to its mouth 210 

miles away. The white foam of the numerous riffles is interspersed 

with stretches of calm clear water. The river descends sharply and 

in the first 65 miles from its source to Trail the river drops 3,885 

feet, with an average gradient of 57 feet per mile. Flowing into the 

central valley it flattens out somewhat to an average drop of 10 feet 

per mils. The river finally cuts its way through the Klamath Mountains 

in narrow rugged canyons. The average gradient in this section of the 

river is 9 feet per mile, but from Paradise Bar to Agness (20 miles) 

the river drape 300 feet and then from Agness to the ocean (32 miles) 

it drops the remaining 100 feet to sea level. The three major tribu- 

taries to the Rogue, Bear Creek, Applegate River and Illinois River 

all enter the main stream from the south and each has a profile similar 

to the main stream. (23 p. 1) 

Scenic Attractiveness 

The vast expanse of the Pacific Ocean and its long stretches of 

beach starts the scenic panorama of the lower Rogue (See Figure 2). 

- 

, 
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Inland the topography changes from the rolling terrain of the Wedder- 

burn hills (See Figure 3) to the rugged and irregular ridges deeper 

into the Klamath Mountains (See Figure 4). Up the Rogue are steep - 

walled canyons cut by the main stream and its numerous tributaries. 

Carpeting the landscape with a green mantle is an extensive evergreen 

forest which provides habitat for the abundant and colorful wildlife. 

The scenic and recreational values are enhanced by the establish- 

ment of large portions of the Curry county beaches as Scenic Areas 

by the Oregon State Highway Commission. Also the Rogue River is one 

of several streams being considered for Wild River status in a bill 

before Congress, with approval expected. 

Location and Accessibility 

The lower Rogue River with its gateway at Gold Beach is in a 

nearly ideal location with respect to the major population centers 

west of the Rocky Mountains (See Figure 6). Considered from a geo- 

metrical standpoint Gold Beach is one -quarter the distance between 

Seattle and Los Angeles and one -half the distance between Seattle and 

San Francisco. It also forms a near equilateral triangle with Salt 

Lake City and Los Angeles. In terms of normal driving time Gold Beach 

would be at the end of the first or aecoud day of driving between any 

of the coastal points and two days from Salt Lake City. The Lower 

Rogue is also favorably situated in relation to the population centers 

of the upper Rogue River Valley, Grants Pass, Medford and Ashland, 

as well as most other major cities in western Oregon. Portland, for 

example is only a scant five driving hours away from Gold Beach. 

. 
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Figure 2. The shoreline south of the river's mouth to Cape Sebastian 
offers both an esthetical and practical recreation use. Note com- 

pleted jetties and airport in the background. 

Figure 3. Looking north across the Rogue River are the meadows and 

rolling terrain of the Wedderburn hills. 
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Figure 1. The rugged and irregular Klamath Mountains, with Signal 
Butte on the skyline, are seen rising above the U. S. Plywood mill 
about seven miles east of Gold Beach. 

Figure 5. The ocean and the picturesque Rogue River can easily 
be seen from the prominent terrain above the south bank of the river. 
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Travel to Gold Beach via Highway 101 is readily convenient for 

the populous centers of western California and access from the valley 

centers of the north is equally convenient. The problem of accessi- 

bility then is most acute for those areas that are geographically the 

closest. The reason being that those traveling between the most dis- 

tant points will plan on spending the time traveling to their destina- 

tion and will spend some time there before returning. Those living in 

the upper valley, however, do not want to spend their day making the 

round trip, nor do they expect to spend the night just to have a day 

on the coast. The problem arises from the lack of an east -west road 

between Gold Beach and the upper Rogue River Valley, which effectively 

denies these people convenient accessibility to the lower Rogue by 

doubling the time required to make the trip (See Highways). 

The interior of the lower Rogue River is accessible from Gold Beach 

by boat, on foot or horse, and to a limited degree by car. There is a 

road up the north bank as far as Lobster Creek and on the south bank the 

road goes all the way to Agness, but at present (July 1965) this route 

depends on a low water bridge across the Illinois River. This limited 

access to the interior is not considered to be a detriment to the 

development of recreational facilities along the river. The principal 

resorts of the lower Rogue are all accessible by road, though not always 

by the shortest distance, and all the proposed full development camp- 

grounds by the Forest Service will be accessible by road. In this case 

lack of accessibility is considered an asset since it helps to preserve 

the lower Rogue in its natural state, which is one reason for the area's 

popularity. 

. 
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Climate 

The Mediterranean like climate of the lower Rogue River is char- 

acterized by mild moist winters and cool dry summers. There is some 

variation inland from the narrow coastal plain due to the rapid 

increase in elevation. 

On the coastal end of the region the temperatures vary from ho-55 

in the winter to 47-67 during the summer months. Illahe, at the inland 

boundary of the lower Rogue, has a alightly greater variation ranging 

from 38 -54 in the winter to 48-80 in the summer. (16, p. 391) The 

increased summer temperature is quite apparent to those traveling 

inland. The cooling effect of the ocean is lost only a mile or two 

up the river where the air becomes hot and dry. 

Annual precipitation at Gold Beach averages over 80 inches, but 

has varied from as little as 51.2 inches (1930) to a high of 119.2 

inches (1953). In spite of the heavy Christmas in 1964, the 

total rainfall was only 77.6 inches, however, one -quarter (19.8 inches) 

of the total fell during the month of December. Precipitation increases 

inland reaching an average of about 100 inches at Illahe. During the 

summer months of July and August precipitation in the region is practi- 

cally non -existent (See Table 4). 

., , 
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TABLE 4. Selected Rainfall Data for the Gold Beach Area 
Source: U. S. Forest Ranger Station, Gold Beach. 

Year Jan. Mar. May Jul. Aug. Oct. Dec. Total 

1890 31.84 14.44 1.01 0.32 0.00 1.66 4.67 83.50 

1910 16.83 4.09 3.31 0.00 0.00 3.32 8.74 67.91 
1930 7.40 4.18 4.02 0.00 0.04 . 1.75 8.00 51.24 
1940 8.17 8.52 5.89 0.14 0.02 7.04 17.40 80.72 
1950 25.72 13.08 1.48 0.08 0.48 21.77 14.63 109.01 
1953 30.16 12.15 10.03 0.00 4.83 6.15 12.78 119.26 
1955 9.45 9.58 0.55 0.91 0.06 9.59 31.28 95.79 
1960 12.01 15.32 13.83 0.05 0.47 5.14 6.39 89.95 

1964 17.06 7.71 2.77 1.77 0.41 3.23 19.83 77.60 

There is very little specific data available on wind within the 

area.' The winds along the coast tend to be more severe than those 

further inland and constitute a slight determent to recreation. In 

the summer the prevailing north wind blowing in from the ocean creates 

a cooling breeze, which requires the wearing of warm clothing for 

comfort. The wind is also capable of causing sudden changes in the 

surf conditions. The ill effects of the wind, however, are lost soon 

after entering the river, which is protected on the north by the 

Jedderburn hills. It is possible, for example, to find it pleasantly 

warm along the north bank of the river when there is a chilling north 

wind bluing at the river's mouth just a few hundred yards away. 

Even though the wind conditions on the coast are not always ideal 

the overall temperate climate of the lower Rogue is favorable to 

1. The U. S. Forest Service records the only meteorological data 

available in the lower Rogue River area, and the data is restricted 
to limited temperature and precipitation readings. 
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recreation and is comparable to most other points along the central 

and northern Pacific coast (See Table 5). In fact, the mild summer 

days with their cool refreshing nights are a prime attraction for 

those people t o desire a vacation area that not only satisfies their 

recreation needs, but also offers them relief from the heat. 

Fisher-, 2 

The fishery resource is one of the most important recreation raw 

materials. Salmon and steelhead fishing have made the Rogue national- 

ly famous, and it is considered by many to be the best salmon stream in 

the United States. In 1963 sport anglers spent 30,534 angler -days 

on the lower Rogue and its offshore fishery to catch 13,739 salmon. 

The average catch of 0.45 fish per angler -day was the second highest 

recorded since 1950 (11, p. 26). 

The fish of the Rogue are divided into two groups, resident and 

anadromous. The principal anadromous fish on the lower river are 

chinook and silver (coho) salmon, steelhead and sea -run cutthroat 

trout. The principal resident sport fish are the rainbow and cut- 

throat trout. In addition to these river spawned fish, there are numer- 

ous salt water fish found offshore and near the river's mouth. These 

include several species of perch, rock fish, greenlings, flatfish and 

sculpins. Although the salmon and steelhead hold the spotlight, these 

2. A large portion of the information contained in this section was 
derived from an interview with Cole M. Rivers, Oregon State Game 
Commission, and from a draft of his unpublished work, "History and 
Development of the Rogue River Basin as Related to its Fishery 
Prior to 1941." 



Tars S. comparative Monthly Temperature end Precipitation Averages from Selected Stations Along the Pacific Coast. Source: U. S. Weather Bureau 

Station Jan. Feb, Mar. Apr. 
Temperature (Deimos F.) 
May Jun. Jul. Ant. Sep. Oct. Nov. 

(1963) 
Dec. Animal 

Gold Beach 44.6 54.4 48.1 48.7 53.1 56.8 59.? 59.0 60.0 56.5 51.6 50.0 53.5 Mahe -- -- 49.0 47.4 58.7 61.6 65.0 67.1 67.7 .... WIMP ..,. .,.. Cape Blanco 44.3 52.1 47.0 47.6 51.0 52.4 54.3 54.5 57.1 55.4 51.9 50.2 51.5 
Brookings 45.5 53.0 47.7 47.9 53.3 57.5 59.4 57.2 60.4 56.8 52.0 49.7 53.4 Astoria 36.9 49.7 45.0 48.0 53.0 55.8 60.3 61.1 61.2 54.9 47.8 44.5 51.5 Seattle tU00 36.2 49.2 46.4 51.1 58.5 59.8 62.0 63.4 63.3 55.1 46.0 42.2 52.8 Westport 36.6 49.5 44.9 48.3 54.1 56.5 61.0 61.2 62.3 54.5 46.5 44.8 51.7 San Francisco 504 58.4 54.1 54.4 57.2 58.1 59.7 59.8 64.7 62.9 56.7 48.3 57.1 Monterey 50.6 57.6 52.8 .... _.. ... ... w .... 60.8 56.3 53.0 ... 
Santa Barbara 50.9 59.2 55.2 55.9 60.0 61.9 65.7 68.5 70.5 64.7 58.0 53.9 60.4 

*14.111..1111¢,INWOMI. 

Precipitation (inches) (1963) Station Jan. Feb. Nor. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Doe. Animal 

Gold Beach 2.5 7.7 10.1 15.6 12.5 0.47 1.08 0.04 2.21 9.7 15.7 5.9 83.9 (-7) Mahe .... .... ... 14.6 8.3 1.50 0.34 -- 1.60 M Astoria 4.7 6.4 6.1 5.7 1.9 1.80 1.50 1.20 2.20 9.5 13.1 9.1 63.8 (44) Seattle (M) 1.5 4.5 3.0 2.9 0.9 2.50 3.70 0.60 0.90 4.1 7.9 4.8 37.7 Westport 3.9 8.0 5.3 5.2 2.6 1.60 2.80 1.70 2.60 8.6 16.3 9.5 68.5 Sao Francisco 3.3 1.9 3.8 3.3 0.4 T T T 0.06 1.3 3.5 0.8 18.7 (-2) 
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gamey salt water fish are found in abundance and are capable of pro- 

viding the fisherman with some exciting sport. 

The chinook or king is the larger of the two salmon and may exceed 

four feet in length and weigh up to 80 pounds. Oregon holds the 

world's record for sport -caught chinook, with an 83 pounder (Umpqua 

1910) and commercially caught chinook are known to run much heavier. 

Thirty and forty pounders are common in the lower Rogue, with the 

range running from 10 to 45 pounds. The size and fighting quality 

of the chinook make it a highly prized catch for the sport fisherman,3 

and once taken it makes a delectable meal. The smaller silvers average 

about eight pounds, but many larger fish have been taken. The silver 

is also a favorite of the sport fisherman because of its striking 

power, speed and great jumping ability. 

The chinook make two runs into the Rogue, spring and fall. The 

spring -run starts to enter the river in February or early March and 

shows a marked upsurge in early April with the peak fishery at the 

mouth coming in April and May. The fish enter the river when the 

water temperature reaches 50 degrees F. and follow that line of 

demarcation on their run up the river. Almost all of the fish pass 

over the Gold Ray Dam, miles from the mouth, to spawn in the upper 

Rogue. The stragglers continue into the river right up to the fall - 

run. The annual catch of chinook in the lower Rogue has averaged 

about 4,900 fish out of a run of 29,000 fish. The fall -run starts in 

On a recent fishing excursion off the mouth of the Rogue ny brother - 
in -law, Don Baird, an excellent fisherman, played a chinook (esti- 
mated at 40 pounds) for a full half -hour before the cunning fish 
slipped the hook. We did, however, salvage three good silvers. 
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early September with the largest percentage coming in after the early 

October rains freshen the water. Both chinook and silvers run in the 

fall and after having started their sexual maturity at sea. Since they 

are prepared to spawn at once they dash up the river to the spawning 

grounds. Over 50,000 chinook and 9,000 silvers make the fall-run with 

the yield being about 4,000 and 900 fish respectively. In 1965 the 

spring -run chinook set a record high at Gold Ray Dam (See Table 6). 

This was due, in part, to the poor catch on the lower river caused by 

the high turbidity. 

Perhaps the greatest game fishing attraction on the Rogue is its 

steelhead, which are known to be spectacular fighters. The Rogue has 

the unique distinction of having three steelhead runs a year instead 

of the normal two. They occur in the spring, fall and winter, with the 

fall -run yielding more fish than from any of the other runs in the Rogue. 

From the large run in 1959 as many as 25,000 steelhead may have been 

taken, with the heaviest take in the area around the confluence of the 

Rogue and Illinois Rivers. 

The fishery of the Rogue River is improving, but it is a far cry 

from the almost rn7I ,n4ted supply that existed in the early history of 

the stream. The decline first came to light in the 1920's when the 

sport fishery started to become popular on the Rogue. The continuing 

decline brought about the closure of the river for commercial fishing 

in 1935. Actually, the commercial netting of the salmon was only 

partially responsible for the decline. There were a complexity of 

factors such as the building of dams without fish passages, mining and 

other commercially caused turbidity in the water, and the resultant 
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TABLE 6. Fish Count at Gold Ray Dan á`hrpi11gh .itmß 1965 
Source: S. W. Regional Office, Oregon State 
Game Commission 

Sumer Steelhead: Steelhead: Period of Tota1Ilau Total Percent of 
Year 15 -30 Jun 30 Jun Count Run by 30 Jun 

1956 257 348 2,260 

3,g59 

201 227 10099 

905 
161 201 1,323 61 80 143 1, 1961 91 

3 51 
1 

170 
8 1,3 

1964 0 0 555 
1965 10 37 -- 

Spring Chinook: 

1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 

11,388 19,505 29,952 65 
5,617 

4,405 
14,977 
11,414 

18,707 
15,716 

80 
73 

2,283 12,027 14,707 82 
5,651 21,558 26,217 82 
6,045 27,994 33,035 85 
6,282 27,891 32,651 85 

3,492 36,573 41,527 88 

7,697 27,506 38,437 716 
7,551 43,255 - -- 

sediments that damage the spawning beds, cutting of timber that des- 

troyed the water shed and blocked small tributaries, and perhaps most 

damaging were the unscreened irrigation diversions that took thousands 

of fish from the stream every year. Great strides have been made by 

the State Game Commission to correct these problems. Screens are now 

used on the irrigation outlets, but management is still difficult. 
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Improvements have also been made at the Savage Rapids, Gold Ray, and 

Gold hill dams by improved fish screening and better development of 

their fish ladders. Gold Ray closes down for six weeks during the 

peak season to hold down on the loss and the improvements at Savage 

Rapids are thought to be largely responsible for the increase in this 

year's fishery. The Game Commission is also stocking the Rogue and 

its tributaries (See Table 7). With increased good management prat. 

tices the Rogue River should continue to be one of the great fishing 

streams of North America. 

t 
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TABLE 7. Fish Stocking in the Rogue River and its Tributaries 
Source: Oregon State Game Commission (12) 

Name of Stream Species Number Pounds Size Total No. 

Applegate River, Sec. 1 Rb 8,541 2,311.0 8 & over 8,541 
Big Butte Creek (LP-aM 25,874) CH 102,790 12,207.0 yearling 

Rb 4,000 100.0 4.-6 106,790 
Bybee Creek 12 :5530 6.7 24 12,530 
Evans Creek Rb 1,516 399.0 8 & over 1,516 
Illinois River Rb 2,256 574.5 8 & over 2,256 
Little Butte Creek Rb 2,527 573.5 8 & over 2,527 
Mill Creek, Tr. Rogue, Sec. 5 Rb 937 189.0 8 & over 937 
Rogue River, Mid. Fk. Rb 3,262 770.5 8 & over 3,262 
Rogue River S. Fk. Rb 5,119 1,447.5 8 & over 5,119 
Rogue River, 2 Rb 3,491 684.5 8 & over 3,b91 
Rogue River, See. 3 Rb 17,530 4,480.5 8 & over 

(Ad -i1) St 32,290 3,244.0 yearling 49,820 
Rogue River, Sec. 4 Rb 29,513 7,278.5 8 & over 29,513 
Rogue River, Sec. 5 Rb 19,432 5,091.0 8 & over 19,432 
Sucker Creek Rb 3,27 855.0 8 & over 3,247 

Total Wt. 

4 sue 
12,307.0 

6.7 
399.0 

574.5 
573.5 
189.0 
770.5 

1,447.5 
684.5 

7,724.5 
7,278.5 
5,091.0 

855.0 

" - 

. 

- 



TABLE 8. Tan-Tear Saloon Sport Catch Smeary, 1954 43 (Odd Tears Only) 
Same: Cream State Cm Ccsedssion - Navidber 23, 39614 

River 1955 1959 1963 

Columbia River 
Clackamas a./zagie Creek 
McKenzie liver 
Sandy River 
Santiam River 
Antra AU; River 
Ocean (Pacific) 
Alma River and Bay 
Applegate River 
Coos River and Bay 
Illinois River 
Rogue River 
Silerirs River and Bay 
Simian River and Bay 

Winchester Bay 
Taquina River 

7.2, 8,916 

976 
662 665 
335 362 

9,3514 9,205 
-- 26,773 

2,655 2,961 
-- 39 

11,220 16,147 
.... 2,140 

5,457 4,789 
1,429 1142 
1,069 2, 2,048 
2,236 4,628 

25 119 
80 200 

45,017 33,358 
2,140 1,56 

989 
8 

29,793. 10,214 
39,408 65,437 
4,889 5,5 
9,31s8 7,393 
4,079 1,006 

11,995 9,949 
2,229 3,079 
1,641 1,665 
5,227 4,189 
332 168 
358 401 

,5,500 32 
823 1, 

18,186 
121,642 

18 
18,202 

9,364 
2,661 
2,574 
5,7Z2 

155 

3957 

: 

. 1,378 69 

toss. 

' 

. 

137 li 
.. 6,988 

,408 

1%1 

909 827 



TABLE 9. Ten -Year SteeThead Sport Catch Suey, 1954 - 63 (Odd Years Only 
Source: Oregon State Game Commission - November 23, 1964 

River 1955 1957 1959 1961 1963 

Columbia River 19,127 9,720 20,363 12,480 17,560 
Clackamas R./Eagle Creek 1,043 994 1,624 1,693 1,718 
McKenzie River 4 23 26 18 23 
Sandy River 
Santiam River 

1,970 

556 

2,159 

447 
2,975 2,051 

34459 
Willamette River 1,091 1,012 2,063 1,149 1,1437 
Also* River and Bay 1,891 1,776 2,588 3,609 11,608 
Applegate River -- 864 1,504. 1,955 2,244 
Coos River and Bay 276 708 1,283 777 1,721 
Illinois River -- 171 209 64 119 
Rogue River 
Siletz River and Bay 

8,926 
2,836 

6,684 
3,501 

11,390 
3,981 

10,872 
3,698 

17,695 
3,755 

Singles River and Bay 2,694 4,645 5,842 11.,744 
Umpqua River -- 12,790 10,273 12,433 16,084 
Winchester Bay 
Taquina River 

15,213 
5,127 

8,949 
7,587 10,3,606 

4,056 
14,785 9,710 
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CHAPTER III 

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES AND DEVELOPMENT 

The facilities and projects that enhance the use of these recrea- 

tion raw materials have been divided into three categories: Non- 

commercial Recreational Facilities, Commercial Recreational Facilities 

and Governmental Aid Projects. Each facility and project has a defi- 

nite effect on the recreation potential and development of the lower 

Rogue River. 

Non -comercial Recreational Facilities 

There are certain non -commercial facilities that have an impor- 

tant and direct bearing on recreation. Some are developed by federal, 

state or local governments, others exist in nature, but all have one 

thing in common - providing an open recreational facility for public 

use and enjoyment. These include parr (federal, state and local), 

public ocean beaches and the facilities within the national forest. 

Parks 

There are no national parks or monuments in the study area and 

none are planned. There is, however, a strong possibility that the 

development of the Oregon Dunes National Seashore, further up the coast 

on Highway 101, will be given congressional approval. The establish- 

ment of such a federal park is mentioned because it will indirectly 

benefit recreation on the lower Rogue River. The drawing power of 

national parks is well known, and since "101" is the major route from 

, 
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California to the dunes area, Gold Beach will receive a proportionately 

larger number of passing tourists. 

In spite of their frequent occurrence along the Oregon coast the 

closest state parks with overnight camping facilities are Humbug 

Mountain Park 23 miles north, and Harris Beach Park 27 miles south of 

Gold Beach. Both are popular parks and provide excellent campgrounds, 

but neither is conclusive to convenient access to the recreation 

facilities of the lower Rogue River. The state is aware of the need 

for a park and campsite along the lower Rogue to fill this gap. In the 

past few years the Parks and Recreation Division has looked at several 

potential sites along the river below Lobster Creek, but have not been 

able to find an available piece of land suitable for the development 

of an overnight campground. Curry County has been encouraging the 

sale of U. S. Plywood's Huntly Park to the state, and even offered to 

pay one- quarter of the $100,000 purchase cost. The offer was turned 

down, however, because the property is too narrow to meet the strict 

state requirements for the construction of campgrounds and the area is 

subject to costly flooding. Further park planning is being suspended 

until the state is apprized of what campground will be 

initiated by the U. S. Forest Service. 

Tourism ranks as third largest industry in Oregon, but in 

Curry County it is second only to the lumber industry. The county is 

acutely cognizant of the growing economic importance of recreation 

and is taking steps to improve the future of recreational facilities 

4 Based on information received during a personal interview with Mr. 
Iytm V. Koons, Deputy Parks Superintendent. 
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throughout its confines. In addition to the cam's efforts to 

induce the state to phase land for a park on the Rogue River, it 

is acquiring land for the development of its own parks. At present 

(August 1965) a wayside is the only project in the study agi. The 

county recently constructed a road around the north end of the Gold 

Beach Municipal Airport, which will be extended along the ocean side 

of the airport from the river to the county fairgrounds - nearly two - 

thirds the length of Gold Beach. For the /et time the recreational 

potential of this stretch of beach has been to the public. The 

county will install parking areas, picnic tables and sanitary facilities s 

adjacent to the access road.' 

iuntly Park, owned and operated by the United States Plywood 

C arporatten; is the only developed recreating/ area on the lower 

Rogue that provides free picnicing, 'Camping/ swimming and boat launch- 

ing facilities. The Gold Beach plant operates this excellent campground 

as a public service to the entire community, and though used by many 

tourists the park is not widely advertised outside the county. The 

park is located on the south bank of the river just a short wily below 

the Lobster Creek bridge in an area heavily damaged during the 1964 

flood. For all practical purposes the park was completely destroyed 

during the flood, and there was some concern whether or not the park, 

used by thousands annually, would be reopened. These fears were 

dispelled, however, when U. S. Plywood announced earlier this year that 

the park would be rehabilitated, and it is now in use. 

t. Based on information received during a personal interview with Curry 
County Judge Fell Campbell. 
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Beaches 

Oregon has had a Scenic Area Board since 1961, when it was first 

created by the state legislature. The purpose of the Board is to 

establish and/or vacate scenic areas that are adjacent to or along 

public highways. The Oregon State Highway Commission defines a 

"scenic area" as "an area adjacent to or along a segment of a public 

highway that is within a federal or state park, is a site of historical 

significance or affords a view of unusual natural beauty, and has been 

established as a scenic area by the Scenic Area Board." By mid 1964 

there were 858.54 miles of public highway designated as such. It is 

significant to note that nearly half of the so designated 

along Highway 101 is in Curry County. Practically all of the highway 

north of Gold Beach to Port Orford, and well over half of that south 

to Brookings have been declared a scenic area. These beaches were 

so designated solely because they do afford a view of unusual beauty. 

The grandeur of the Oregon coast is a recreation attraction by 

itself, but of even more importance to recreation are the beaches. 

The beaches north and south of the Rogue River are as enjoyable as any 

along the coast, yet they are seldom used by passing recreationists. 

A major reason for admiring the beauty of the beaches without enjoying 

the pleasures of walking along the shoreline or wading in the surf is 

the lack of access. Many of the offer splendid views, but 

provide no convenient way of reaching the beaches below. There is a 

definite need to improve beach access from manly of the wayside parks, 

and also to develop more roadways leading to the beaches that are 
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highly suitable for recreation use. A good example of such a project 

is the previously mentioned county wayside below the Rogue's south 

jetty. 

In addition to their beauty the beaches offer a variety of recrea- 

tional activities. The beach on either side of the river's mouth 

stretch out straight for miles (See Figure 2) and are ideal for 

walking or horseback riding. They also abound in driftwood, for beach 

fires or collecting, and flotsam and jetsam to delight the beach 

combers. On the north shore there is an agate beach to attract rock 

hounds. 

The beach is not without its handicaps. There is usually a 

chilling wind and the ocean is not comfortable for swimming 

of the extremely cold water. The heavy tidal actions and currents 

are dangerous as well as are the logs and other debris that are easily 

shifted by the waves. 

U. S. Forest Service 

The U. S. Forest Service has undertaken the task of preserving 

the scenic lands along the Rogue River from Lobster Creek to Marial. 

Prior to late 1958 the Rogue River corridor, consisting of the lands 

adjacent to the Rogue River from Lobster Creek past Big Bend, was not 

within the boundaries of the Siskiyou National Forest. In August of 

1958 Public Law 85-833 was enacted providing for the extension of the 

boundaries of the Siskiyou National Forest (See Figure 7). The 

relocation of the forest boundary made it possible for the U. S. Forest 

Service to start negotiating for the exchange of private lands within 

r 
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the corridor. There were over 20,000 acres of private land within 

the corridor and of the 10,000 acres programmed for exchange, 5,462 

acres have already changed hands (January 1965). 

The Forest Service is authorized to negotiate for individual 

land exchanges in one of three ways - tripartite, land for land, or 

timber for land. In tripartite the exchange land is bought outright 

with money provided from a third party through the sale of sustained 

yield timber. Land for land, which has for the bulk of the 

exchanges including the one for 5,195 acres with U. S. Plywood, is 

accomplished by merely exchanging property of an equal value from 

lands set aside for this purpose in the National Forest. The timber 

for land exchange involves land trades for equal value in timber 

which has not and probably will not be used. The exchange program 

is completely voluntary and no condemnation procedures are expected 

to be used. 

The Waters Creek campground midway between Agnes and Illahe was 

the only National Forest campground on the lower Rogue River. It was 

completely destroyed during the record 1964 flood, and damage was so 

severe that plans for rebuilding the site have been abandoned. The 

Forest Service apparent], has, however, an extensive recreational devel- 

opment plan for the placing of facilities at frequent intervals along 

the river from Big Bend to Lobster Creek. 

The most immediate project, which is already under construction, 

is the Iilahe campground, The campground is located on the north bank 

just below Illahe and will, when completed, be equipped with a water 

system, 50 camping units with tables and flip -top stoves, and flushing 
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toilet facilities within 300 to 600 feet of each unit. Other major 

campgrounds, all accessible by car, are in the planning stage at Big 

Bend, Crooked Riffle, and at an un -named spot about two miles above 

the Lobster Creek bridge. There are also several minimum development 

sites, which are equiped with pit toilets, fire rings, tables and 

garbage disposal point, scheduled all along the river, but these are 

accessible only by boat or over trail. The future development of sons 

of the proposed sites depends upon the acquisition of private pro- 

perty through the land exchange program. 

Another major recreational attraction in the Siski.you National 

Forest that has been neglected in the past few years is due for rehabili- 

tation. The western or lower section of the well known Rogue River 

trail, running along the north bank of the river from Lobster Creek to 

Agness, had deteriorated from lack of use and maintenance after the 

Gold Beach to Agness road opened. This lack of maintenance coupled 

with moderate flood damage caused the trail to be declared unsafe. Now 

the trail is scheduled to be completely reworked with the possibility 

that much of it will be relocated closer to the river. Work will start 

this year (1965) and the trail should be open for travel, by foot or 

on horse, by September. Since walking occupies the second largest 

amount of recreation time the trail to Agnew should prove to be a 

popular recreation attraction. It covers a distance of about miles 

and makes a pleasant two day hike with an overnight atop along the 

river or in the hinterlands of the forest which has an of 

ideal camping sites. There are numerous other trails along the Rogue 

and lower Illinois Rivers that offer hikers and riders access into the 
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remote areas of the national forest. 

Two other areas of interest within the Sis]dyou National Forest 

are the Ka]miopeis Wild Area the Big Craggies Botanical Area. Both 

areas are set aside for the preservation of rare plant species, especial- 

ly the Kalmiopais Leachiana and the Brewers (weeping) spruce. Other 

rare plants including the Port -Orford- cedar, Sadlers oak, California 

pitcher plant and butterwort are also found in these high Klamath 

Mountain areas. The Kalmtopsie Wild Area (83.510 acres) was estab- 

lished in 19114 by the U. S. Forest Service, and is located about 15 

miles south of Agnese. It can be reached by Forest Service roads, but 

there are only trails within the area. The much smaller Big Craggies 

Botanical Area (3,800 acres) is located about 20 miles east of Gold 

Beach and to the northwest of the Wild Area. 
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Commercial Recreational Facilities 

The recreationist visiting the lower Rogue River River finds avariety 

of commercial. facilities available, however, only those that provide 

a specific recreational service or facility are considered. The Rogue 

River boat trips, a feature attraction in Oregon, is presented in 

detail. The motels, hotels and resorts, the fishing guides, charter charter 

boat service, and the cannery are also considered for their essential 

services to the recreationist. 

Rogue River River Boat Tripe 

6 
Riding the riffles of the Rogue River has progressed over the 

past 70 years from a three day mail run, without passengers, to the 

7 

present jet boat trips which provide a day of recreational pleasure 

for thousands of people every year. The exhilarating 6h mile round - 

trip boat ride from Gold Beach to Agness is one of the principle 

recreation attractions on the lower Rogue River. The economic impor- 

tance of the Rogue River boat tripe is fully realised by all those 

individuals that are all or in part dependent upon the tourist trade. 

The increased dollar value to the area, from the more than 50,000 

people taking the boat trip in 1964, amounted to approximately $792,750, 

based on the amount spent in one and once -half days by the average 

Shallow rapids. 

7. Jet boats differ from the standard inboards in that they have no 
propeller or rudder. Instead they derive their drive power and 
steering from controlled high velocity "jets" of water produced by 
specially designed jet pumps. 
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tourist in Oregon plus the average cost per boat trip multiplied by 

the number of passengers. 

Near the turn of the century the settlers and miners near the con- 

fluence of the Rogue and Illinois Rivers were dependent upon river 

transportation for the bulk of their outside needs. With the establish- 

ment of post offices at Mahe (1895) and Agnese (1897) the first 

mail boat runs were started. In this era the mail arrived in Ellens- 

burg (now Gold Beach) by stage coach, and then had to be delivered 

either by boat or over trail to the up post offices. Nobel Price, 

son of the Illahe postmaster, became the first to carry the mail by 

boat. During the summer months he was able to pole, sail and drag 

his boat the 33 miles from Ellensburg to Illahe in two or three days. 

The first motor boat was placed in service by Henry Moore about 

1907, when he secured the contract to carry the mail from Gold Beach 

to Agnese. This two day roundtrip marked the beginning of the famous 

Rogue River Mail Boat Service. Between 1910 and 19146 the mail con- 

tract and boat ownership changed hands several times with the mail 

contract and freight fees providing the owners their principal income. 

The few passengers in the earlier days of the mail boat run were mostly 

local people and fishermen who were dropped off at their favorite fish- 

ing spots along the river. 

In the late 1930's passenger service increased, but the mail boat 

run did not become widely established for tourists until after 1946 

when Lex Fromm and DeForest Sorber secured the business from Bob Elliott. 

These men were the first to operate the flat bottomed boats designed to 
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provide high lift in the shallow riffles of the Rogue. The boats 

could carry 13 to 20 passengers and by means of a chain lifted screw, 

skilled river pilots were able to negotiate the riffles with relative 

ease. In June of 1949 the mail boat service received wide attention 

when it was featured in Sunset Magazine. As a probable result of 

this one magazine article the number of passengers quadrupled in one 

season with well over 12,000 people making the trip up the Rogue River 

in late summer of 1949. By the late 1950's the number of boats in 

operation had increased from three to nine, and in the peak months of 

August as many as 14 to 16 boat trips were made daily, which was 

possible by scheduling two roundtrips each day. The number of passen- 

gers making the "Mail Boat" run to Agnese by 1961 had increased to 

over 30,000. 

Jerry Boice in 1961 competing with the "Mail Boat" by intro- 

ducing the first passenger "Jet Boat's on the Rogue River. In the first 

year of the "Jet Boats" carried between 3 and 4 thousand 

passengers. The advent of the jets, which were able to travel over 

the riffles at high speed with a loaded draft of only 1. inches (eight 

inches empty) compared to 18 inches on the older screw driven boats, 

created the first real competition for the up -river tourist trade. 

The competition brought about general improvements on the boat runs, and 

today almost all of the passenger boats on the river are jets. 

a. All up -river passenger boats on the lower Rogue River are presently 
equipped with jets. The terms "Mail Boat" (Rogue Mail. Boat Service, 
Inc.), "Jet Boat" (Rogue Jet Service), and "White Water Boat" 
(Rogue River White Water Trips) are merely the common names used in 
referring to one of the three boat services available on the lower 
river. 
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The only other passenger boat in service on the lower river is 

Bill C ronenwett s a "White Water Boat," which macs an unparalleled 

roundtrip from Wedderburn to Paradise Bar 52 miles up the Rogue River. 

The White Water trip is the only up -river passenger run that goes past 

Ames, and though it goes beyond the study area it is still considered 

as a prime recreational attraction on the lower Rogue. The mite 

Water tripe, started in late 1962 with only a few passengers, have 

gained steadily in popularity and in 1964 nearly 1,000 people9 made 

the adventuresome trip. 

The boats used for the up -river runs are of a special rugged con- 

struction designed for the shallow draft and heavy load carrying 

capacities required to transport passengers over the rough waters of 

the Rogue River. The fact that all of the jets in service are of local local 

construction is of added economic significance to the community. Bill 

C ronemtt built his own boat for the White rater trips, while the 

boats for the Rogue Jet Service and Rogue Mail Boat Service are con- 

structed in Gold Beach and Wedderburn respectively. The "Jet Boats" 

are designed for about 40 passengers, while the "Mail Boats" carry 

from 50 to 70 people. Cronenwett'a "White Water Boat" is considerably 

smaller than the "riffle" boats. It carries a animus load of ü to 12 

passengers, and at running speeds of 32 -34 miles per hour draws only 

four to six inches of water. This capability l i ty makes it possible to 

negotiate rapids where "the rocks are little more than damp." 

The statistica used for the Rogue Jet Service and the Rogue River 
White ¡dater Trips are estimates macla by the mere in lieu of the 
actual which were mashed away in the Christmas flood of 
1964. 
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In spite of the capabilities of the boats it is still necessary 

to perform maintenance on the riffles to insure that the channels are 

kept snag free and deep enough to allow smooth passage, especially 

during periods of extreme low water. The Rogue Mail Boat Service does 

the maintenance below Singing Springs Ranch at Agness. An old chain 

lift, propeller driven boat is used for this operation. The dredging 

is done by securing a cable line from the boat, in line with the 

channel, then slowly letting the boat back down stream pushing the 

gravel and rocks out of the way with its propeller wash. The procedure 

is repeated until the channel is cleared to the required depth. The 

maintenance above Agnese to Paradise Bar is handled by Bill Cronenwett. 

The river above Aggnese and Illahe is much more difficult to maintain, 

and requires some blasting to remove boulders lodged just belo; the 

surface of the frothy white waters of the rapids. Great care is 

taken in clearing the rapids so that no visible changes are made to 

the course or appearance of the river. The river alters its course 

over the gravel bars and rocks at frequent intervals and snags and 

other debris are often difficult to see, especially during periods of 

high water. The Christmas flood of 1964 reduced the number of riffles 

requiring dredging from 32 to 18, but at the same time it created 

numerous other navigational problems requiring maintenance for the safe 

passage of the boats. 

The trip up the river is one that can be enjoyed at virtually any 

time of the year except during periods of extreme high water. The 

"Mail Boat" runs are daily from May 1 to November 1, and on every 

Monday, Wednesday and Friday during the of year. The "Jet Boat" 
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runs are daily from Maly 15 to October 15, and the "White Water Trip" 

can be made any time of the year as long as there is a minimum of 

three passengers. The cost of making the trip to Agness is very 

reasonable for a full day of relaxation and enjoyment. The adult 

fare is $/4.00, with lower costs for children under eleven. The Mite 

'dater Trip to Paradise Bar, 20 miles beyond !guess, is a bit more 

expensive at $20.00 per person, but at the same time it offers a much 

more thrilling and adventuresome run for the price. The overhead 

is understandably higher on this longer run because of the reduced 

number of passengers and the difficult channel maintenance required 

in the rough rapids between Illahe and Paradise Bar. 

The boats depart from Gold Beach and Wedderburn at about 9s00 a.m. 

to begin the colorful two hour trip to Agrees. Figures 8 - 11 illus- 

trate some of the scenery to be seen on the trip. There is a two hour 

lunch and rest atop at Agness before the boats return to the coast 

arriving back in the late afternoon. 

On the up -river portion of the trip the boat pilots atop frequently 

to point out spots of interest and explain their colorful and unusual 

names such as Bacon Flat Riffle, Wake Up Riley Creek, Nail Keg Riffle, 

and Milkmaid Riffle. The boats also will stop when wild game are 

spotted watering or feeding near the river. The animals seen most often 

are deer, bear and racoon. On occasion a Golden Eagle may even be 

seen circling high above the deep canyon walls below Agness The boats 

also serve a practical purpose, and those riding the mail boat may 

witness the delivery of mail Rogue River style when the mail pouches are 

thrown on the gravel bars along the river to be picked up by patrons. 
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6. Passing under the Lobster Creek bridge a 0 its sparkling tail." During the Chris flood (Ï96 
water the bottom of the bridge lasdai alai debris on 
the seedbed. 

Tiger* 9. Daring the peak MOMS the Ong est atom= boats 
frequently pass one another on the lower portion of the river. The 

graveled shore is typical of the accessible areas along the river's 

bank. 
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Figure 10. The "Mail tost as it starts its run over cna of the 
many "riffles" along the way between Wedderburn and Apses. 

u -wr----`w'VI"",M"`+Ir'W ..... 

flare 11. As the 'Mail Boat" nears the sad of the trip, the passen- 
gera have this unsurpassed view of the Rogue River Bridge, spanning 
the river between Wedderburn and Gold Beach. 
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Upon arrival at Agness the tourist is provided the opportunity to 

eat at either the Singing Springs Ranch (Singing Springs) or the 

Lucas Pioneer Agness Ranch (Lucas Lodge). At Lucas Lodge, the 

oldest eating place along the Rogue River, beef steak and fried 

chicken are served "family style." The cost is $2.50 for adults and 

less for children seven and under. At Singing Springs one has the 

choice of country fried chicken or choice roast beef. The meals are 

$2.25 for adults and less for children under eight. Both establish- 

ments serve a wide variety of home grown fruits and vegetables in 

season. 

Hotels, Motels and Resorts 

Unlike the vast upper Rogue River Valley, the lower Rogue does 

not have an excessive amount of overnight lodging facilities. With 

the exception of the few resorts along the river, all of the facilities 

are located in Gold Beach, and even five of the river resorts are 

in the Gold Beach - Wedderburn area. The problem these businesses 

face is one of seasonal load. That is, there are not enough tourists 

during the off to keep their establishments half full, and 

then during the peak of the season (August) they have to turn people 

away from the area because there are not enough facilities to accom- 

modate them. During the normal tourist season, from July through 

September, the occupancy rate runs from 80 to 90 percent with 100 

percent in August. For the other nine months only three establishments 

indicated an occupancy rate of over 50 percent. Most of this business 

stems from the commercial trade, who are enticed to stay because of 
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the mini= rates charged. 

on the whole the facilities are $c motels 

and in some to a ;.1 cI-.t being either A or belonging 

eases both. The average cost for double accommodations in the first 

Use establishments runs from wg to a4, depending orr the sise of the 

emit and whether or not a kitchen is included. Moat of the older 

trots the tourist and inadequate motels and hotels have converted 

trade to tale in steady rettters 

Om of the more critical shortages is found in the lack of 

adequate, recreation oriented, trailer parks' There are two or three 

large courts, but they are ewer from the river and are primarily 

a prabLsea, designed for permanent o" On the river apace 
and some of the resort owners are going to do away with the few 

trailer spaces they do have in favor of the more economical motel 

units. Sanitation requirement. are also a problem for those near 

Gold Beach since they must comply with strict requirements for per- 

manent type trailer await while those further up the river are under 
less rigid c°attr°`1a' 

Those resorts on the river offer boat and creator rentals and pro- 

vide docking and marina facilities for their customers, rii need not 

necessarily be overnight guests. Host resorts also provide charter 

boat servios and each has its own own river guide service for both ocean 

and river fishing. 

The Cbsistmms flood of 1964 

along the river. All recedred some 

facilities were çompiete37 

isvoMS#rttag toll of the resorts 

damage aid in most cases the 

loss might have had a 
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telling effect on the tourist trade, except for the drive and initia- 

tive of the resort owners. With few exceptions all of the river 

resorts were back in operation before the start of the early - 

run fishing season. Undaunted by the recent peak flood, they rebuilt 

their establishments on the same foundations as those that had just 

been so savagely destroyed. Some remodeled; others rebuilt, unfor- 

tunately this did not increase the capacity, but the overall effect 

was one of 

Fishing Guides and Charter Boat Service 

Fishing guides are a colorful and essential part of the fishing 

attraction. The services of the charter boats and guides are sought 

not only by amateurs, anxious to learn the skills of salmon fishing, 

but by experts who know the value of experience. Presently there 

are eight guides available on the lower reaches of the Rogue for both 

ocean and river fishing. The experience of these guides ranges from 

a few years to over 40 years, and their fish yield capacity is rated 

higher than that of any other guides in ports along the Oregon coast.10 

Charter boats and guides for ocean fishing run $10.00 per person 

for 4 hours. The fee includes all the required fishing gear and 

proper bait, in fact, the only thing not provided is the license and 

the fish. The service is especially attractive to the once -a -year 

fisherman since he is not required to make a heavy investment in 

10. In an interview with Charlie Donnaca, senior guide and charter 
boat captain on the lower Rogue River, he indicated that the 
average charter catch out of Wedderburn and Gold Beach was nearly 
double that of the ports further up the Oregon coast. 
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expensive fishing 

The charter and guide service ia of equal 

fisherman aile returns year suer year to fish vi 
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attraction to the seelelded 

favorite guide 

and companion. It is through the latter that the guides build their 

reputations and establish their important repeat trade:, 

Ocean charters nornelly run from April 1013, st1400stsbir 

Advance planning for charter service isseisktery &trim the peak 

fishing periods, and people fregsestl,,v make reservations a year in 

In spite of planning there is no may ++df predicting the ocean 

a year in acivatamesf or for that matter an hour in advance, 

ably* passible that on the date of the reservation the bar 

will be rough enough to prohibit fishing beyond the jetties. 
Charter boats and guides are also available for fishing on the 

river. Prices 

(add $. for 

fishing par 
late run sal an 

from $30,00 to $35.00 per day for two People 

additional fisherman) which also includes r:3.l 

t of taw chutes ein the river are for 

steel head. River *barters generally run from mid 

October through February, with the steelhead fishing starting in. isis 
November attracting the greatest number of fishermen. 

bg...asem 

The salmon 

fisherman. 

carry performs an indinpeneab 

During the salmon season 

seven days a r from 8:00 a.m. 

t catch. The salmon 

Sportsmen's Cannery 

and canning operation so that the 

44111*:lett will 

his 

conditions 

It is 
or 

each 

service for Lila, 

successful ? 

tilaatrtuert to 8:00 p.m. to 

ttit the fisherman's are tagged 

throughout the entre processing 

that remain idle began vacations. 

advance. 

ocean 

range 

and Fast 
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canned salmon received is the fisherman's own fish. Each can is 

personalized with the angler's name printed on the label. 

The salmon is packed in either half pound or one pound *age with 

the price depending on the type of processing involved (See Table 10). 

The price does not vary with the amount canned, and the handles 

any amount regardless of the quantity of fish. 

TABLE 10. Cannery 

Size Plain 

1 pound $ .30 
pound $ .20 

$ .35 
$ .25 

The cannery also has a freezer locker where the fish may be 

frozen in the whole state which is a popular method of preserving the 

salmon for baking or grilling providing that the fisherman lives close 

enough to transport his catch home (6 to 8 hours) without thawing. 
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Governmental Aid Projects 

The federal government playa a major role in supporting the develop- 

ment of recreation on the lower Rogue River. Support is given either 

directly in the form of a service, such as provided by the U. S. Army 

Corps of Engineers and the U. S. Coast Guard, or indirectly in the form 

of financial support, for the various matching funds programs. 

There are six specific federal projects that are significant in 

the development potential of recreation on the lower Rogue River. 

The construction of the Rogue River Harbor and the three proposed 

reservoirs by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers are direct federal 

aid projects as is the service provided by the U. S. Coast Guard 

Station at 4edderburn. The other three projects, the Port of Gold Beach, 

the Gold Beach Municipal Airport and the federal and state highways, 

all were made possible largely through matching funds with the state 

and county contributing a share of the costs. 

Rogue River Harbor and the Port of Gold Beach 

There was a strong movement in the early 1950's to gain support 

for the development of a harbor at Gold Beach to promote a facility 

for commercial transportation and to gain access to the ocean for 

commercial and sport fishing. In 19514 , legislation was passed, under 

the Rivers and Harbor Act, providing for the improvement of the Rogue 

River at Gold Beach. It called for the construction of two jetties at 

the entrance with a channel 13 feet deep and 300 feet wide to run from 

the ocean to a turning basin 13 feet deep, 500 feet wide, and 650 feet 

long to be located about one quarter mile below the Highway 101 bridge 
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(See Figure 12). Four years elapsed from the time the bill was passed 

until construction began in June 1959. Work on the project was contin- 

uous until October 1961 when the port opened for operation. 

The influence of of the lumber industry in developing the harbor at 

Gold Beach is apparent. Work on the harbor did not start until the 

completion of U. S. Plywood's $1.5 million sawmill on the lower Rogue 

River, and before the harbor project was completed they had an adjacent 

$3 million plywood plant in operation. The U. S. Plywood mill ships 

80 percent of its sawmill production (24 million board feet) to Los 

Angeles and San Diego by barge from the Sause Brothers' dock in 

Wedderburn. 

Wedderburn 

Two Jetties 
1000' opart 

Turning Basin 
13ft. deep, 500 ft. 

wide & 650ft. long 

GOLD BEACH 

ROGUE RIVER 
HARBOR AT GOLD BEACH, OREG. 

SCALE IN FEET 
2000 WOO 0 2.000 +.000 

U.S. ARMY ENGINEER DISTRICT, PORTLAND we,, Of ENGINEERS 

Harbor Prior to the Flood of 1964. 

. 
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} 

Figure 12. Rogue River 
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The completion of the harbor in 1961 ended the Rogue River's 

famous "hog -line," and for the first time, weather permitting, small 

boats could safely travel back and forth across the bar. The free 

access to the ocean through the jetties opened a new field of recrea- 

tional development. Private and charter boats were able to "fish- 

out for salmon and bottom fish, thus establishing Gold Beach as an 

ocean fishing port. At the same time the Port of Gold Beach developed 

a small boat basin on the south bank of the river to accommodate the 

fishing boats. 

The Christmas flood of 1964 completely destroyed the facilities 

at the small boat basin, washed out the protective dike, filled in a 

large portion of the turning basin and channel, and severely undercut 

the north jetty. The loss to the port and harbor was estimated at 

$415,000, or about one -eighth of the original cost of $3,292,124. 

The heavy loss caused the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers to re- evaluate 

the plans for the channel and turning basin. The planned new basin 

and channel are funded for dredging and will be essentially the same 

size and shape as the original ones, except they are to be constructed 

on the north bank of the river (See Figure 13). Further development 

of the harbor is also under consideration. Appropriation bills for 

studying the feasibility of extending the north jetty ($3,000) and 

for starting rehabilitation on the badly damaged north jetty ($500,000) 

are before Congress. A study is also planned to determine the 

feasibility of establishing a permanent small boat basin on the north 

rm use n re erring to ocean fishing. )11. A 
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bank of the river Mere the 11140waY 101 bridge (See Figure 13). 

Small Boat Basin 

Wedderburn 

Two Jetties 
1000' apart 

Turning Basin 
13ft. deep, 500 ft. 

wide Et 650ft. long 

GOLD BEACH 

ál 

ROGUE RIVER 

HARBOR AT GOLD BEACH, OREG. 

SCALE IN FEET 
2000 1000 o ipoO 4.000 

U.S. ARMY ENGINEER DISTRICT, PORTLAND 
CORP, OF ENGINEERS 

Figure 13. Proposed New Projects on the Rogue River 

If approved, the basin would be dredged and connected to the turning 

basin by a 6 foot deep channel, or dredged deeper if the study showed 

that the basin would be utilized by a sufficient number of larger 

boats. To protect the basin against future flooding a dam or closure 

would be constructed above the basin closing the channel on the north 

side of the island. Pending the completion of the study the Port of 

Gold Beach is constructing a temporary basin and docking facility on 

the south bank where the original docks were located. The floating 

docks have completed and the contract for dredging the basin to 

an average depth of 11' , feet below low tinter has been let. 
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Figure 14. This view looking oath eaream the narrow mouth of the 
Rogue River vas taken in 1958, before the harbor project was started. 
Cape Sebastian is in the treater background. 

Figure 25 A view at the Jetties under etcrouívestiar im 19600 Note 
the channeling of the river around the north jetty allowing direct 
access to it from Gold Beach a considerably shorter distance than 
crossing the Rogue River bridge. 
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Airport 

The Gold Beach Municipal Airport, owned by the Port of Gold 
Beach, 

is one of the finest smpì l craft airstrips in Oregon. 
22 

After star- 

ting in 1947 with only a 900 foot dirt runway the airport today 

possesses a 3,200 foot paved runway with parallel taxi strip. 
The 

modern $250,000 airstrip is equipped with automatic dusk to dawn 

runway lights, a rotating beacon, 26 transient tiedowns, a paved 

parking area, and a Unicorn two -way radio system (122.8 
arc) that is 

functional six days a week during normal working hours. Since there 

are no electronic navigational aida available the strip may 
be safely 

used only under VFR- conditions. 

The lack of a weather reporting station in Gold 
Beach is a dis- 

tinct disadvantage to the airport and community, and undoubtedly 

results in a reduced usage rate for the field. Pilots will often 

stay clear of the field at Gold Beach based on bad weather reports 

received from other stations along the coast. The airport is frequent- 

ly open to air traffic when adjacent strips such as those at Brookings 

and Coos Bay are closed in by fog. Even though fog may shroud the 

coast line the airport is normally open by early morning) 

12. According to Mr. Ralph McGinnis, Assistant Director, Oregon State 

Board of Aeronautics. 

13. Standard Visual Flight Regulations (VFR) established by FAA 

require a minimum visibility of 1000 feet and three miles. 

14. Richard Buffington, Aviation Director and principal user ler of 

the airstrip, has rarely been denied the use of the field 

because of fog. 
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besekt a tenth f a mile from the 

ocean and the mouth of the rogue River (See /lore 2). With escrow 

time' in flying there will be an increased demand 

on such as one, that have direct and convenient ¡mesas 

to prime recreation areas, The Gold Beedi airport 3.s located within 

easy walking d%tamee of the Sunset Inn, and the resorts along the 
river will pick up all flying guests that have wade reservations. 

Thus it 3.s most tempting for pilots to fly into Gold Beach for a few 

days of fLshing, or jmet to take the boat trip to Masse. 

At present there are several "fly -in." n held arc; ;mar. The 

over the long Lth of July weekend (1965), brought in s s 
with an ammo passenger load of three persons. The poten- 

recreational use ad' the lower Rogue River through eressiiwd 

unlimited. IN. number of planes arriving during the 

ins was considerably reduced due to the bad fog reports 

points along IMO northern California and 

ISOM 

Iseroationáarts tend 

veniently accessible 

seek out attractive vacation areas 

and distaae traveled is not 

The recreational attraction Gold airpOrt, 
from its excellent ' facilities, is 
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a determining fautor. Thus recreational use of the loser Rogue River, 

which Possesses scarcely- more than a mile of 101, is directly 

affected by the highways outside and within its bomikeles that 

afford access to its recreation base. 

The scenic natural beauty of the rugged Oregon coastline has 

long been one of the state's greatest potential recreation attrac- 

tions. The development of Highway 101 from the California border 

to Astoria to provide a convenient access route to all the Oregon 

coastal points teme bowfir a slow and costly project. As late as 

the mid 1950's travel to Gold Beach, from north or south, was a 
difficult, tiring trip over a rough, curvy road with little or no 

vita of the ocean except for a few stretches between Port Orford and 
Gold Bead The highway north of Gold Beach use the first to be 

improved. In 1957 the state completed the rilonatßon of "101" alone 

the coast line from Gold Beach to Port Orford (See Figure 16). 

By the early 1960's road 3.tprovenents had greatly reduced the driving 

time. As an example before the new higkragy the trip from Corvallis 

to Gold Desch Desch was approximately 7 hours. 15 The road south to Bropkingst 

a distance of only 37 miles zopieseMed that was commonly accepted 

as the most torturous and sickening (literally) roam! in Oregon. The 

elimination of this one section of curvy inland highway (1962 ) will 

prebably prove to be of the lSOOSSOOS value in attracting tourists 
to travel the length of the Oregon Coast on "101." The relocation 

of this modern highway has =posed an area previously accessible only 

is slightly under 4 hours. 
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Fig*r 16. The new highway 101 north of Gold Beach opens miles of scenic coast line for the passing 
tourists, and at the same time makes traveling more enjoyable. The highway is a popular route 
because of its scenery and the more than 50 state parks found along the way. (Oregon State High- rn 
way Commission Photo) 
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by foot or on horseback. The coast now opened is known as one of 

America's most photogenic natural resources. The new highway follows 

the coast line for the most part and though only six miles shorter 

than the old road, the driving time has been cut in half (See Figure 

17).16 There are still sections of the highway to the north, parti- 

cularly between Port and Bandon, that need improving, but the 

Oregon State Highway Department will allude only to the fact that 

improvements will continue to be made. No improvements are now 

scheduled for the southern of "101" except for the short sec- 

tion from Brookings to the California line which is already under 

construction. 

The completion of the new Highway 101 south from Gold Beach to 

the state line coupled with the vast improvements that have been made 

on the Redwood Highway (101) in California, will, ;ben the public fully 

realizes the impact of these improvements on driving, bring about a 

much larger flow of tourist traffic north to Oregon on Highway 101 

(See Table 11). 

The relocation and improvement of Highway 101 has established a 

primary north -south access to the recreation resources of the lower 

Rogue River at Gold Beach. This direct highway to California will 

undoubtedly draw even larger numbers of tourists to the area from Los 

Angeles and San Diego since the southern California area is the 

principal source of visitors to the lower Rogue. With approximately 

16. There are two major routes used by the author in driving from 
Corvallis to Gold Beach. The inland route is 20 miles longer 
(240 vs 220), but the driving time for both is essentially the 
same. 
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Figure 17. The Thomas Creek bridge, sptarninU a 350 foot deep canyon, was a major link in completing 
this section of "10.1t' south of Gold Beach. The view seen here is typical of the beautiful coast line 
that has been opened to the public through highway improvements. (Oregon State Highway Commission 
Photo) 
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18 million potential tourists in California the number passing through 

to Gold Beach will continue to increase. 

TARIE 11. Average Daily Traffic Counts From Selected Recording Stations 
North and South of Gold Beach. 
Source: Oregon State Highway Department 

South 
Winchuck Station (8-E) 

North 
Bandon Station (6-D) 

Month 1957 1960 1964 1965 1957 1960 1964 1965 

January 1637 1793 2057 2166 1773 2446 2133 2528 
February 1666 1848 2296 2385 2300 2723 2265 2636 
March 1682 1904 2410 2592 2485 2840 2361 2760 
April 1750 2093 2500 2589 2661 2659 2658 2994 
May 2001 2301 300e 2864. 2885 2696 2858 3051 
June 2477 2764 3647 --- 3445 3189 3339 
July 3056 3350 3968 3648 3607 3861 ---- ..,..,. 

....... August 2958 3432 4407 3788 3587 4115 ---- 
..»- September 2386 2885 3556 3101 3003 3265 «.«.. 

.--- October 1959 2409 2891 ---- 2557 2483 2754 
November 1795 2019 2449 2382 2237 2517 4100.... «,... 

..-... December 1669 2027 2135 2382 2191 2366 ---.. 

Average 2086 2402 - 2784 2805 2878 ---- 

*Estimated ADT 

Another, and even more logical source of tourists from the popula- 

tion centers of the Upper Rogue River Valley (Grants Pass 10,118; 

Medford 24,425; Ashland 9,119) is lost for lack of an east -west highway. 

Gold Beach and the lower Rogue River recreation base are handicapped 

by being in a county possessing the lowest road mileage in the state. 

Curry County is the only coastal county in Oregon that does not possess 

an east -west highway to connect it with the inland population centers, 

.......... .. 

2943 

---- 
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and there are only 60.3 miles of paved (hard surfaced) primary state 

highways in the county (13, p. 127). If it were not for Highway 101 

(old and new) there would be virtually no hard surfaced road mileage 

in existence (See Figure 18). At the same time Curry County is only 

exceeded by five other counties (all located on an interstate highway) 

in total amount of highway expenditures spent on construction of pri- 

mary state highways from 1917 through June 30, 1964. The reason for 

this is simply that the longest and most expensive portion of High- 

way 101 in the state runs the length of Curry County. 

There is a need for an east -west road into Curry County. Gold 

Beach is 56 miles south and 46 miles north of the nearest east -treat 

road, while the furthest point in any other county on the coast is 

about 17 miles. Such a road would have a profound effect on the 

recreation economy of the whole lower Rogue River area. 

There is a proposed east -west highway to connect Gold Beach and 

Grants Pass which would be constructed via Selma and Agness (See Figure 

19). This selected route has the advantage of pre -established all 

weather roads covering all but about 25 miles of the required distance. 

There is presently a road from Gold Beach to Agnes that meets Federal 

Aid Secondary (FAS) standards, and it is scheduled to be paved this 

summer (1965). The county also plans to construct another section of 

F. A. S. standard road two miles up the Illinois River beyond Oak Flat, 

which will further reduce the distance in linking -up with the Selina 

road. The cost of construction and paving over the entire 37 mile 

proposed route from Selma to Agness is estimated at $37 million. 
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modern highway at or near sea level where extremes of 
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The efforts to establish this road as the final link in the "vYnne- 

mucca -to- the -sea" highway are not new, but at this time the Curry 

County court is making a concerted effort to keep the project alive. 

A five county (Curry, Josephine, Jackson, Klamath, and Lake) pact is 

being sought to support the road, which already leis the full support 

of the Oregon Coast Association. When the support of these counties 

is received, the matter will be placed in the hands of the Oregon 

State Highway Department. As of July 1965 the Highway Department 

had nothing on the planning board concerning the construction of this 

highway, but did indicate that the road would probably be initially 

constructed as a Federal Forest road. 
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If the Illinois River road 

ical travel from the Po Palatial centers 
of the Roos River Taller with the lower Rogue River and the Curry 

County bombe.. The latter being a real attraction for those eseities 

relief from the heat in the valley where the slow bMldneklele 
i6spently reach fret the high 84' , to the aid 20's. Slim the distance 
could be travelled in about one and -half one hours many people would 

make the trip to the coast for the day. Population petters of the 

411222etta Va.1/3y have this effairtaisat "tïn»'to -coot° opportunity. 

mows for tourist and 

sGuard 
t.alllat3an in l964 of a 

at Wedderburn was a welcome addition 

affected the warm and safety more Jot on the lm 

River. Its tire man deendellidi is responsible for patrolling the coastal 
waters south to Cape Sebastian and north to Cape Blanco, and from the 

mouth of the Rogue up the river to 1a1ss. The major areas of surveil- 

lance are the bar at the mouth of Os Rogue and the principal sports- 
fishing area around buoys. 

The Coast Guard Station in iÁddMtlhss Ippelaïi patrols with 

either a 22 or 36 foot motor life boat, both boats are self- 
righting self-bailing. The station a1so -redlidell a weather ivc 

i.adiraatd; i11UM wind, soap and fes at the mouth of the river, 
but this service is performed without the benefit of any meteorological 

equipment. A teletype line in the Comet Guard's Pacific Coast communi- 

cations system is kept in sentience. operation and the statd.ot! is 
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manned 24 hours a days to handle emergencies and storm warnings. 

The safety of sport fishermen is of primary concern to the Coast 

Guard, and in the first six months of 1965 they successfully completed 

25 assists. If there are over 100 assists made this year (1965) there 

is a strong possibility that the Wedderburn Station will become per- 

manent. Fortunately most of the assists were for power failures and 

escort across the bar, but it is reassuring to know that the Coast 

Guard will respond to any search and rescue mission regardless of 

sea and weather conditions. As an additional protective measure, the 

Coast Guard maintains a lo a of all sport boats 18 crossing the bar. 

If a boat fails to return by late in the day a search is initiated. 

The most critical danger point for fishermen going ocean fishing 

is in crossing the bar in small boats. For this reason the Coast Guard 

maintains a close watch on the mouth and whenever poor visibility or 

sea conditions warrant, a boat is placed on bar patrol. Most fisher- 

men heed the warnings given by the patrol on the rough sea, fog, or 

hazardous bar crossing conditions. 

Reservoirs 

Of the several problems outlined in the U. S. Army Corps of 

Engineers study on water resource development in the Rogue River Basin 

(20, Chapt. VIII), only three are of direct concern to recreation, 

flooding, fisheries and and navigation. The solution for these problems 

and those of irrigation, power generation and water supply 

18. to log is maintained on commercial or charter boats, but the 
Coast Guard will go to their aid if requested. 
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which affect only the upper Rogue River ;fad, was derived after the 

completion of an e ter*ive and thorough itm4y. The final recommenda. 

tion was for the construction of three multi purpose - reservoirs on 

the upper reaches of the Rogue and its tributaries (See Figure 20). 

Creek, Elk Creek and Reservoirs Applegate are new in the pre. 

construction planning phase and the Corps of Engineers believes the 

capital to begin construction of the first project, Lost Creek ?mer. 

voir, will be available in fiscal year 19967.29 The total cost of 

these three projects is estimated at $106,800,000 with the Lost Creek 

Reservoir on the main stream accounting for nearly -quarters three of 

the total amount. Based on an assumed life of 100 years the gained 

value of the projects cold exceed the costa with a benefit. to-cost 

ratio of 1.5 to 1 (See Table 12 ). 

Estimated flood- control benefits are based upon the difference 

between the average annual flood damage which would be expected with 

and without the proposed projects. If the Projects had been con- 

structed prior to the flood of 1955 the Grants Pees area would have 

benefited by a reduction in the flood crest of nearly six feet (32.6 to 

26.7) and the period of bankiull capacity would have been reduced from 

two days to about one day (20, VI, p. 54). 

The three reservoirs, which control about one -sixth of the Rogue 

River Basin, would have reduced the 1964 flood flow b7IIPProximatelY 

10 percent or about 50,000 cubic feet per second (cfs). In the 

narrow canyons of eastern Curry County this would have caused an 

19. I. on information received during a personal interview with 
ltr George Decker, U. 3. Army Engineer District, Portland. 

The 
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TABLE 12. Average Annual Benefits Which Would Accrue to Each Project 

Item 
Benefits Creditable to 

Lost Creek Elk Creek Applegate 

Flood Control $ 876,000 $ 324,000 $160,000 

Irrigation 442,000 175,000 
Water Supply 161,400 161,300 -- 

Fish & Wildlife Enhancement 768,400 39,600 322,200 

Power Generation 1,881,700 M 
Recreation 356,000 74,000 98,040 

Benefits $4,351,500 $1,040,900 $775,200 

estimated reduction of 10 feet in the flooding, but at tidewater the 

amount of reduction would have been negligible. The estimated flow at 

the mouth of the river during the flood's peak was over 500,000 cfs, 

double that of the flow over Gold Ray Dam and greater than that of the 

Columbia at Bonneville Dam. Thus it can readily be seen that the 

cause of the flooding from Agness to Gold Beach was the result of the 

runoff down stream from the proposed projects (See Figure 20), and 

that the flood reduction to be realized on the upper Rogue would 

not be as great on the lower reaches of the river. 

The record crests at Agness and Gold Beach resulted from a 

tion of circumstances. There was a record breaking torrential rain in 

the Klamath Mountains which created maximum flooding of the tributaries 

leading into the Rogue and Illinois Rivera. When the flood crests from 

the Rogue and Illinois were funneled into the narrow 400 foot deep 

Copper Canyon the limited exit acted as a dam, backing up the flooding 

(20) 
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river's high water into the Agnese area. The result was a record high 

water with the rise at Agness measured at 83 feet, and points down 

stream closer to Copper Canyon were estimated to have exceeded 125 feet. 

The water being released under high pressure from the canyon caused 

extensive damage and record high water all the way to the ocean. 

Of much greater significance to recreation on the lower Rogue 

River is the benefit to fisheries that will be derived from the con- 

struction of the proposed reservoirs. Two reasons credited with the 

decline of the fishery in the basin, low water flow and high water 

temperature, can be alleviated by utilization of water stored in the 

reservoirs. The greatest contributions to fishery enhancement will 

come from Lost Creek (125,000 acre -feet per year) and Applegate 

(30,000 acre -feet per year) where the releasing of stored water will 

insure level during periods of low water and also help pre- 

vent rising water temperatures. (See Table 13). 

Release for maintaining increased low -water flows for fishery 

enhancement from Applegate Reservoir will vary from 200 to 900 percent 

over present minimums, and flows will be under 60 degrees F. At Elk 

Creek no water will be stored for fishery benefits, but a minimum flow 

of 25 cfs will be maintained and it will not exceed 60 degrees F. 

The maintaining of a minimum low water flow will also be of some 

benefit to navigation on the lower Rogue River. Although the up 

boats are designed for shallow water travel they still encounter 

problems during periods of extreme low water. A controlled water level 

O. The specific problems relating to the fishery are discussed on 
pages 17 to 22. 
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TABLE 13. Scheduled Fishery Releases and Release Temperature for Lost 
Creek Reservoir (In, P. 48 ) 

Dates 
Minimum Release 

(cfa) 

Maximum Release 
Temperature F° 

1 May - 15 May 1,000 52 
16 May May 1,300 52 
1 June - 10 June 
11 June - 30 June ,800 1,800 45 
1 July - 20 August 2,000 45 
21 August - 7 September 1,500 52 

8 September - 31 January 1,000 52 
1 February - 30 April 700 52 

The above July through September flows are 2 to 3 times the natural 
minimum flows at Grants Pass. 

would reduce the coat of dredging operations during these periods and 

at the same time increase passenger safety. 

The early completion of the three proposed reservoirs would 

certainly have a strong effect on recreational development. The 

protection against flooding, though negligible during extreme floods 

like those in 1861, 1890, 1955 and 1964, would provide some protection 

against losses to both commercial and non -commercial facilities within 

the flood plain. Most important is the potential benefit to the Rogue 

River fishery that will be provided by the ability of these projects 

to regulate water temperature and stream flow levels. The latter also 

has the added advantage of aiding boat navigation on the lower river. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSIONS 

The natural environment of the lower Rogue River complex is richly 

endowed with resources inviting to all recreationists. Two attractions, 

however, have a dominating role in recreation activities --sport fishing 

and the up -river mail boat rides. These twins continue to receive a 

major consideration in developments completed and planned. Potentials 

favoring greater diversification are present and with greater enhance- 

ment will not only broaden the recreational base, but also strengthen 

the economy. Developments realized in the future point chiefly towards 

a richer recreational use. Fortunately, the higher percentage of land 

in the region not only has recreation potential, but is in federal 

ownership. 

A major objective of this study is to suggest proposals that will 

both enrich and diversify the recreation complex. 

The construction of an east -west road is one of the single most 

important projects required for the future development. The location 

of the lower Rogue cannot realize its full potential without a direct 

access route to the inland population centers of the upper Rogue River 

Valley, Oregon's second most populous region. It is unrealistic to 

route the populous of the upper Rogue away from the Oregon beaches into 

California when all that is required is the construction of a short 

(27 mile) east -west road to connect Gold Beach and Grants Pass. The 

completion of this route would stimulate a definite upsurge in the 

local economy. It is recommended that every effort be expended to 
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encourage the development of an east-west road to connect the coast 

with the upper Rogue Valley. It appears that the earliest solution 

lies in the development of a Forest Service access road that could 

ultimately become a state or federal highway. 

Aside from the -west road the only other highway of concern 

is "101" within and adjacent to the study area. The highway is in 

excellent condition, however, there are numerous stretches to the north 

of Gold Beach that need modernizing and repair. Interstate cooperation 

should be sought to make "101" an attractive, well traveled, major 

artery paralleling the coast line from Canada to Mexico. 

A better facility for reporting the weather would be an asset. 

At present there is no accurate or consistent reporting of meteorolo- 

gical conditions. This lack of information results in the loss of many 

tourists every year. Travelers, particularly those using private air- 

craft, need to the weather conditions at their planned destina- 

tions. When this information is lacking, few will chance the trip. 

Others will accept data from the nearest station, but too often these 

reports are inconsistent with local conditions. 

The U. S. Weather Bureau will provide the required equipment and 

train the operators, but at present it is operating on a restricted 

budget that does not allow sufficient funds to offset the costs of 

calling in the weather reports to a central station. Alternate solu- 

tions might be found in providing more sophisticated meteorological 

equipment to either the U. S. Coast Guard Station in Wedderburn, or the 

U. S. Forest Ranger Station in Gold Beach. Since the demand is greatest 

,. 
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during the tourist season (June Sept.) perhaps a station could be 

established with U. S. 'Weather Bureau equipment and the reports could 

be sent in by radio from the Forest Ranger Station, which operates 

its radio net during the corresponding fire hazard season. 

The prominence of the Rogue River as one of America's major fish - 

ing streams is dependent on the continued improvement of its fisheries. 

There are extensive studies being made on the Rogue to improve its 

fishery management and projects on the river are being developed with 

an emphasis on protective measures to preserve the fish on their 

annual runs. With these continued well management practices the 

fishery should improve. The 1965 record run is a good indication, 

but it is too early to predict the ill effects of the 1964 flood. 

Turbidity and the resultant sediments represent a real threat 

to the fishery and point out the requirement for greater coordination 

between the State Game Commission and the State Sanitary Authority. 

The latter enforces the regulation against excessive turbidity in the 

stream, but will do so only on request from the former. The Game 

Commission, however, has not made a olear statement of the damage 

being caused by the settlement of the water borne sediments on the 

gravel bars where the fish spawn. 

From the standpoint of recreation, greater emphasis could be 

placed on the taking of salt water fish which are found in abundance 

near the mouth of the river. Clang, in season, could also became 

more popular as a sporting activity. 

The lower Rogue is pitifully short on adequate parks, with U. S. 

Plywood's Huntly Park being the only such facility on the river. If 
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development. The Forest Service also has the best prepared plan for 

the development and proper utilization of its potential. The prime 

suggestion concerning the Forest Service's proposed projects is to 

insure that the public is made adequately aware of their existence 

when completed. 

The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers has assured that the maintenance 

of the harbor will be continued, and present indications are that 

funds will be approved for the repair of the north jetty and for the 

study to determine the feasibility of extending the same jetty to 

the north jetty should promote greater passage of small boats for 

ocean fishing because of the added protection. A well protected 

permanent boat basin would attract more commercial boats, and at the 

sane time it would enhance the recreational facilities for sport boats. 

The immediate area of interest should now be turned to the construction 

of a permanent small boat basin. The engineers have funds available 

to mace the preparatory study, and if approved and constructed they 

would maintain the channel to the boat basin as well as the outer 

channel and basin. 

Greater use should be made of the municipal airport at Gold Beach 

by instigating numerous fly -ins during the course of the year. When 

the :weather reporting station is in operation, correlations could be 

made between the fishing and weather conditions to encourage more 

people to utilize the airstrip. 

Advertisement to create an attractive image for the entire lower 

Rogue would be of value to the economy. At present only the Rogue 

Mail Boat Service is actively participating in an extensive advertising 
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campaign which has received wide acclaim through nationally circulated 

magazines and are habitually featured in Oregon's tourist attracting 

campaigns. 

In measuring the attractiveness of an area, consideration should 

be extended beyond that of the natural environment. The lower Rogue 

needs to initiate a beautification program to enhance the town of 

Gold Beach, its approaches, and some of its recreation facilities. 

The hiring of a qualified city planner might prove advantageous in 

the accomplishment of this task. 

The U. S. Coast Guard Station in ;.edderburn is on a temporary 

basis, however, every reasonable effort should be made to make the 

installation a permanent one. The value of such a full time station 

to the fishermen, other small boatmen and the community, would be 

extremely valuable. In addition to their sea rescue work, the Coast 

Guard also provides early warning of pending storms and tidal waves. 

The Gold Beach Chamber of Commerce should be one of the area's 

greatest assets but it has only recently become active. Steps should 

be taken to have their information center given state recognition 

and local representatives should attend the state's (Oregon Chapter 

Pacific Northwest Travel Association's) travel clinic. The clinic, 

held annually, is to further strengthen the vital economic activity 

of tourism in Oregon. A similar clinic should be held at the local 

level to instruct the people connected with the tourist trade on 

what recreational activities are available. Furthermore, it is 

suggested that the Chamber of Commerce foam a committee to make a 
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formal list of activities recommended for the future recreational 

development of the area. 

There is a need to broaden the recreation base within the area, 

which is now centered about fishing and the boat trips. Numerous 

time fillers are available to entertain the tourists during their 

free periods, but few are used. These include tours of the U. S. 

Plywood Corporation's saw grill and plywood plant, local mrrtlewood 

and jet boat factories, agate shops and the cannery. On a larger 

scale consideration might be given to the building of a swimming pool, 

golf course and riding stable as well as developing sections on the 

river suitable for water skiing. 

There is also a need for developing an in the local 

history and several sites suitable for historical markers. 

One of these, the Miner's Fort, might be rebuilt as a museum. 

There is little doubt that the lower Rogue River possesses a 

great and varied wealth of recreation raw material. The recreation 

potential, however, had not been thoroughly exploited, but today the 

area is rapidly emerging and with continued sound planning and proper 

development will take its place as one of Oregon's prime recreation 

attractions. 
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